Beginners and advanced Introduction to practical
carpentry with Aliza Ashkenazi.
Coming Spring courses in Muslala worksope:




20th cycle: Starting at 29.10.17 (Sundays between 18:00-21:00)
21th cycle: Starting at 30.10.17 (Monday between 15:00-18:00)
22th cycle: Starting at 24.11.17 (Fridays between 9:00-21:00)

The course will take place at the ‘Beita Center – Home for art, society and city’, that hosts
the Muslala workshop. The center is located at Yafo st. 155 (in front of the entrance to
Turim st.).

The course aims to teach the basic tools for working with wood, and will combine
traditional techniques and electrical tools.
The course will consist of 30 hours: Ten three-hour meetings every week. In
addition to the course hours, students will receive free access to the ‘open
workshop’ where they can practice different techniques and gain woodworking
experience. Opening hours for the ‘open workshop’ are at the Muslala website.
The course is intended both for advanced students who will build self-planned
projects (guided by Aliza) and for beginners who will build projects according to
the syllabus.
During the initial meetings the students will build a bookshelf (or any
other shelf) in which they will construct a Mortise and Tenon joint
using a hammer and a chisel. The students will also learn to use a
hand plane, and will learn how to sand.
The next project will be a newspaper holder (that can be used for
tools as well). Here the students will also use basic tools: handsaw,
hammer and chisel. In this project, the students will construct a
Dovetail joint – a bit more complicated but beautiful and sturdy. This
project will take place during three meetings.
In the final four meetings the students will build a coffee table. The
students will use the skills they have gained so far and learn new
ones. Each project will reach the final coating stage, including sanding and lacquer.
In the duration of the course, the students will also learn
different painting techniques and combinations of
different materials.
All you have to do is come ready to work, the rest is on us.
Aliza Ashkenazi is a graduate of the Ministry of Economies
carpentry course, and has 15 years of experience as a
carpenter. Aliza has been an instructor of the Beginners
and advanced Introduction to practical carpentry course
for the last year and a half.
Signing up and cancellations
The cost of the course is 2200nis. Signing up is through this
link. Refunds will be given until the middle of the course, at
75nis per meeting. In case you don’t have a credit card –
contact Nathan Landau for payment with cash or cheque.
For any questions, contact Nathan Landau at 0505949811 or via email at
sadna@muslala.org

